DISTRESSED FINISHES:
Not all hardware is available Distressed. The rugged tumbling process would damage some components. In cases where distressing is not possible, the equivalent non-distressed finish will be provided.

412 = 112
402 = 102
452 = 152 Antique Nickel with Matte lacquer (151 has gloss lacquer)
Hardware NOT available distressed includes:
> All mortise locks, cylinders, latches, strikes
> Certain levers & handleset trim
(note on those pages)

HAND-RELIEVED FINISH VARIANCES:
(050, 060, 112, 151, 412, 452)
Product finishes which are HAND RELIEVED may vary in luster, hue and appearance as a result of handcrafted variances in the final finishing step.

**LIVING FINISH**
(031, 033, 102, 402)
Product finishes which are LIVING will vary over time. They are not eligible for finish warranty.